
The Nervous System as an Energy Saver

The human nervous system ensures that the body reserves it’s energy and spends as few 
calories as possible with every movement.  Now, a new study reports the the nervous system 
performs this optimization in real time.  

They asked nine subjects to wear robotic exoskeletons and studied their walking patterns.  
The contraptions, similar to knee braces, allow the researchers to control resistance to the 
knees, making it more or less difficult for participants to swing their legs.  

After adjusting the resistance, within a course of minutes these subjects shifted their gait to be 
more energetically optimal. They made these changes even when the energy savings were 
quite small - less than 5% in some cases.  Max Donelan, a neuromechanist at Simon Fraser 
University in Canada, reporting in the journal Current Biology.  Feb. 2016, N Y Times

“THIS RESEARCH ILLUSTRATES  WHAT MOSHE FELDENKRAIS TAUGHT: 

The system is always looking to use the least effort to do the move, by upgrading the 
global organization of the whole body.  

The system can only know what to change by first feeling/sensing what it is doing 
now.  Where does it move as a habit, out of awareness?  Where is the excess effort? 

Only with this new sensory information can the system make skillful, effective, global 
changes.

The subjects were paying attention.  They felt the sudden increased effort to bend a 
knee, to lift a leg, and within minutes their nervous system (not their mind) spread that 
local extra workload in a way that changed how they walked, changed their foot strike, 
a change that had to recruit every aspect of their body in order to happen.  It was the 
system’s best solution to suddenly stiff, harder-working knees.  Eventually, some other 
place in the body would develop problems because it was now doing more work than it 
was originally designed to.

Instead of stiff knees, imagine what this means for wearing stiff shoes, when the bones 
of the feet cannot do their part, so the ankles have to overwork.  Imagine the effect on 
the body’s distribution of effort when dealing with constant or very high heels, or when 
carrying a very overweight belly, or when performing demanding, repetitive tasks that 
ask for excess effort in a specific place.



Fortunately the opposite holds true.  When we release excess effort in any local place 
in our body, the system spreads the change globally, and resets relationships 
throughout, always looking to balance the workload, always seeking economy of effort.  

In rehabilitation, the more we become aware of the sensory details of that excess 
effort and the more we give the system time and safety to explore its new weight 
bearing solutions, the greater and more permanent the changes.”                          
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